A major drawback of attribute-grammar-based systems is that they are profligate consumers of storage. This paper concerns new storage-management techniques that reduce the number of attribute values retained at any stage of attribute evaluation; it presents an algorithm for evaluating an n-attribute tree that never retains more than O(log n) attribute values. This method is optimal, although it may require nonlinear time. A second algorithm, which never retains more than O(&) attribute values, is also presented, both as an introduction to the O(log n) method and because it works in linear time.
INTRODUCTION
A well-known shortcoming of attribute-grammar-based systems is their rather extravagant consumption of storage. In this paper, we present new techniques to help alleviate this problem; with our methods, only a sublinear number of attribute values have to be stored at any time during evaluation. In particular, we present an algorithm for evaluating an n-attribute tree that never stores more than O(log n) attribute values. This evaluation method is optimal, although it may require nonlinear time. A second algorithm, which uses O( &) attribute values, is presented, both as an introduction to the O(log n) method and also because it works in linear time.
Methods that have previously been suggested for making more efficient use of storage fall into several categories, and not all techniques are compatible with one another. The objective of some methods is to reduce the cost of storing the derivation tree. Schulz proposes linearizing the derivation tree so that the evaluator can make use of secondary storage for storing the tree [26] . Jazayeri and Pozefsky propose a method for constructing files of attribute-evaluation instructions during parsing as a means of completely avoiding the need to build and store the derivation tree [9] . Both of these techniques can be applied only when evaluation is carried out by an alternating-pass evaluator.
Other techniques are possible when the purpose of attribute evaluation is to obtain the value of a distinguished attribute of the derivation tree, such as one of the synthesized attributes of the root. In this situation there are ways of reducing the amount of space devoted to storing attribute values because storage does not have to be allocated for an attribute until it is defined, and storage can be reclaimed when its value has been used for the last time [18] . To reduce the amount of space needed for storing attribute values even further, Rliihii proposes a method in which all attribute values in a chain of attribute instances defined by identity functions share the same storage area; after all members of one chain are no longer needed, the storage can be used for another chain [22] .
These techniques are dynamic in the sense that decisions about when to allocate and reclaim storage depend not only on the grammar, but also on the particular tree that is being evaluated. Alternative techniques are static in the sense that such decisions are made at construction time by statically analyzing the grammar. Whereas dynamic techniques can make decisions about how storage is used for individual attribute instances, static techniques must deal with classes of attributes, where usually each class consists of all of the instances of a particular attribute. In alternating-pass evaluators, for example, Jazayeri and Pozefsky propose allocating space for all instances of an attribute on the first pass during which any of the instances is defined, and reclaiming the space on the last pass during which one of the attribute instances is used [lo] .
This technique allocates different storage areas for different members of a class; a different approach is to use a single storage area for all members of the class. Ganzinger investigated the feasibility of implementing more than one attribute class with a single storage area. His results indicate that an automatic technique for making optimal assignments of attribute classes to storage areas would not be practical; he showed that automatically determining an allocation of attribute classes to storage areas that minimizes the number of storage areas is NP-complete [5] .
This paper presents two new dynamic algorithms for evaluating a distinguished attribute of a derivation tree. The characteristic that sets these algorithms apart from previous evaluation methods is that their space complexity is sub&ear, euen in the worst case. Previously presented evaluation algorithms have linearspace complexity; that is, they store O(n) attribute values at any stage of l T. Reps and A. Demers evaluation, where n is the number of attributes in the derivation tree. The two algorithms presented here have sublinear-space complexity; that is, they store only o(n) attributes at any stage of eva1uation.l We describe one algorithm that stores at most O( &) attribute values, and a second algorithm that stores at most O(log n) attribute values.
A shortcoming of our evaluation algorithms is that they may discard attribute values "too early" and thus may have to evaluate some attributes more than once. A suggestion for minimizing this drawback is given in Section 3.4.
The paper is organized into six sections: Section 2 introduces the terminology and notation that is used in the rest of the paper. Section 3 presents the method that stores at most O(A) attribute values during evaluation. Section 4 presents the method that stores at most O(log n) attribute values. Section 5 discusses the relation of our work to previous work on graph pebbling. Some simple observations show that a lower bound on the problem is log n, implying that the O(log n)-evaluation method is asymptotically optimal. Section 6 discusses how the methods developed in this paper can be used to increase the storage efficiency of language-based editors that use attribute grammars by allowing such editors to make use of spill files in secondary storage.
TERMINOLOGY AND NOTATION
An attribute grammar is a context-free grammar extended by attaching attributes to the terminal and nonterminal symbols of the grammar, and by supplying attribute equations to define attribute values [14] . In every production p: X0 + Xl, ---, Xk, each Xi denotes an occurrence of one of the grammar symbols; associated with each such symbol occurrence is a set of attribute occurrences corresponding to the symbol's attributes. Each production has a set of attribute equations; each equation defines one of the production's attribute occurrences as the value of an attribute-definition function applied to other attribute occurrences in the production. The attributes of a symbol X, denoted A(X), are divided into two disjoint classes: synthesized attributes and inherited attributes. Each attribute equation defines a value for a synthesized attribute occurrence of the left-hand-side nonterminal or an inherited attribute occurrence of a right-hand-side symbol.
This paper deals only with attribute grammars that are well formed: An attribute grammar is well formed when the terminal symbols of the grammar have no synthesized attributes, the root symbol of the grammar has no inherited attributes, and each production has exactly one attribute equation for each of the left-hand-side nonterminal's synthesized attribute occurrences and for each of the right-hand-side symbols' inherited attribute occurrences.
Example. As a running example to illustrate the evaluation algorithms, we will use a language of arithmetic expressions that is extended with a let construct for binding identifiers to values. The abstract syntax of the language is defined by ' The notation g(n) = o(f(n)), which means lim n4W sup [g(n)/f(n)] = 0, signifies that g(n) is asymptotically of lower order than f(n). Thus g(n) = o(n) means that g is sublinear.
ACM A derivation tree node that is an instance of symbol X has an associated set of attribute instances corresponding to the attributes of X. (We shall sometimes shorten attribute instances and attribute occurrences to attributes; however, the intended meaning should be clear from the context.) An attributed tree is a derivation tree together with an assignment of either a value or the special token null to each attribute instance of the tree. To analyze a string according to its attribute-grammar specification, first construct its derivation tree with an assignment of null to each attribute instance, and then evaluate as many attribute instances as possible, using the appropriate attribute equation as an assignment statement. The latter process is termed attribute evaluation.
Functional dependencies among attribute occurrences in a production p (or attribute instances in a tree T) can be represented by a directed graph,' called a dependency graph, denoted by D(p) (respectively, D (2')) and defined as follows: Attribute grammars whose derivation trees have dependency graphs that contain cycles (so-called circular grammars) are not generally useful; thus this paper deals only with acyclic dependency graphs.
Example. Figure 1 shows a derivation tree for the expression "let a = 2 in let b = 3 in let c = 1 in b *: 2 -4 * a * c ni ni ni." Nonterminals are connected by dashed lines; the dependency graph consists of the instances of the attributes enu and ual, linked by their functional dependencies, shown as solid arrows. (The solid arrows emanating from the constant C#J and the tree's id and integer leaves indicate dependencies on constants and tree components, respectively; strictly speaking, they are not part of the dependency graph.) The subscripts on the interior nodes will be used in subsequent examples that refer to Figure 1 .
The edges introduced in (2) of the above definition define constraints on the order in which attributes must be evaluated if an exhaustive evaluation rule is used for scheduling attribute evaluations. Under this rule, an attribute instance b can only be evaluated after the values of all attribute instances that are arguments to b's defining equation have been obtained; outside of this constraint, the order in which attribute instances are evaluated is arbitrary.3 The alternative demand-driven evaluation rule, in which an attribute is given a value only if it is actually required in a further computation, has some advantages over the exhaustive-evaluation rule. For example, exhausive evaluation will evaluate attributes that occur in either branch of a conditional expression; by contrast, demand-driven evaluation will only evaluate attributes that occur in the ' A directed graph G = (V, E) consists of a set of vertices V and a set of edges E, where E C V X V. Each edge (b, c) E E is directed from b to c. Throughout the paper the term vertex is used to refer to elements of dependency graphs, whereas term node refers to elements of derivation trees.
3 The use of the term exhaustiue may mislead some readers into thinking that an exhaustive evaluation rule requires all attributes of a tree to necessarily receive values. This is not the case, and is illustrated in the example that appears in Section 3. branch selected according to the condition's value. 4 The exhaustive-evaluation rule is frequently assumed, especially for attribute-evaluation techniques that define the evaluation sequence statically, as in [ll] or [13] . Although our algorithms determine the evaluation sequence dynamically, they, too, implement an exhaustive-evaluation strategy. Space and time utilization during attribute evaluation will be discussed under the following assumptions:
(1) We assume that we have been furnished a derivation tree to evaluate, and in analyzing the amount of storage used during evaluation, we will not count the storage used to represent the tree.
'Exhaustive and demand-driven evaluation rules are similar to call-by-value and call-by-need computation rules for evaluating function applications. However, the computation rule used for evaluating attribute-definition functions is independent of the rule used for scheduling attribute evaluations; that is, one could employ call-by-need to evaluate attribute-definition functions in a lazy fashion [4, 71, yet insist upon exhausive evaluation of the attributes themselves. 2) We assume that each nonterminal in the attribute grammar has at least one attribute; thus the relationship between n-the number of attribute instances in the derivation tree-and m-the number of nodes in the tree-is given by m 5 n I (m)(MaxAttrs)
where MaxAttrs is the maximum number of attributes of any symbol of the grammar. Note that, for a given grammar, MaxAttrs is a constant. (3) We assume that a tree node contains references to each of its children, that each node is labeled with a descriptor that can be used to determine the node's arity, and that a constant number of bits are associated with each node so that insertion, deletion, and membership operations on a set of tree nodes can be implemented as unit-time operations.
To simplify the presentation of the evaluation algorithms, we will assume that we have been given enough stack space to perform a recursive traversal of the derivation tree. One justification for this assumption is that the required traversals may be performed with no more than a constant amount of primary storage, using the intermediate-file scheme that is described in Section 3.4. Alternatively, the traversals may be performed (in primary storage) without using a recursion stack by using Lindstrom's pointer-rotation techniques [16] and a few additional bits at each tree node (see [23] ).
AN EVALUATION ALGORITHM THAT STORES AT MOST O(h) ATTRIBUTES
This section describes a space-efficient method for evaluating a distinguished attribute of an n-attribute tree. At any one time, this method stores at most O(&) attribute values and uses at most O(&) units of additional space; altogether, the method performs at most O(n) function applications. For each of these terms, the constant of proportionality depends on the quantities MaxAttrs and MaxSons (the maximum number of nonterminals on the right-hand side of any production in the attribute grammar), both of which are constants for a given grammar.
The O(h)-evaluation method is a divide-and-conquer algorithm that makes use of the concept of a separator set: A set of vertices A is a separator set of a graph G if we can partition the vertices of G into A and two other sets, B and C, such that no edge connects a vertex of B to a vertex of C, or vice versa. We say that A is a k-separator set if we can partition the vertices of G into A and k other sets B1 + e . Bk, such that no edge connects a vertex of Bi to a vertex of Bj, fori#j.
The O(h)-evaluation algorithm relies on the fact that attribute dependency graphs contain small separator sets. For any node r, A(r)-the set of attribute instances associated with r-is a separator set of the tree's dependency graph. Each attribute instance depends only on attribute instances in a single production instance; thus none of the attributes in the subtree rooted at node r, except for those in A(r), depend on any of the attributes outside the subtree. Similarly, except for attributes of r's parent and siblings, which can depend on attributes in A(r), none of the attributes outside the subtree rooted at r depend on any of the ones that are in the subtree. The attributes of each tree node are a separator set of the dependency graph, and each of these separator sets is bounded in size by MaxAttrs.
The existence of these separator sets allows attribute evaluation to be carried out using a divide-and-conquer strategy. The task of evaluating a distinguished attribute b is divided into smaller tasks by first finding a separator set of the dependency graph and then letting each separator-set element be the distinguished attribute of a component of the dependency graph. On the completion of each of these subproblems, the value of the distinguished attribute is saved, but the storage for all values of non-separator-set elements in the component is reclaimed.
To ensure that the work involved in solving each subproblem is confined to a single component of the dependency graph, the subproblems are treated in an order that respects the order of separator-set elements in the partial order given by D (7'). When it comes time to solve the subproblem with distinguished attribute c of the separator set, every ancestor of c that belongs to the separator set has already been evaluated. The arguments of c either belong to the separator set, or else they are contained in exactly one component of D(T), cut off from the rest of D (7') by separator-set elements; consequently, each subproblem is no larger than a single component of D(T).
The Note that the O(6)-evaluation algorithm is not recursive; each of the subproblems is solved in a straightforward manner without partitioning the problem still further. Recursion is used in the algorithm described in Section 4, which stores at most O(log n) attribute values at any one time; however, the O(G)-evaluation algorithm takes no more than a linear number of steps, whereas the recursive O(log n)-evaluation algorithm uses a polynomial number of steps.
The O(G)-evaluation algorithm has three parts: a partitioning step, a projection step, and an evaluation step. The partitioning step, described in Section 3.1, finds a suitable collection of subproblems to solve. The projection step, described in Section 3.2, generates an order in which to solve the subproblems that ensures that each subproblem is smaller than the original problem. The evaluation step, described in Section 3.3, then simply solves the subproblems in the required order.
Partitioning
Rather than partitioning the problem according to the structure of the dependency graph, we partition the problem according to the structure of the derivation tree. A set of nodes P partitions a tree T into components, where a component is a maximal-size, connected region of T in which none of the interior nodes are l T. Reps and A. Demers elements of P. For example, the set (E, C, G) partitions the tree
into the following four components:
We refer to A, E, C, and G as the roots of the respective components, and VA E, Cl, W, 0, VC Gl, and (J) as their respective Zeuues. The goal of the partitioning step is to divide the derivation tree into O(h) components, each of which (1) is no larger than O(&) nodes, and (2) adjoins at most a constant number of other components. This is accomplished in two phases: The first phase partitions the derivation tree into components of maximum size O(G), where m is the number of nodes in the tree; the second phase further subdivides the components found during the first phase so that each component adjoins at most MaxSons + 1 other components. The role of the second phase will not become clear until the projection step is described in Section 3.2; briefly, the second phase of partitioning is needed to reduce the projection step's space and time requirements. Because both phases of partitioning carry out a postorder traversal of the tree, in practice one would probably combine the two phases and partition the tree during a single traversal.
Although the two phases of partitioning subdivide the tree according to m, each node can have no more than MaxAttrs attributes, so m is related to n by the following: The only operations performed on PartitionSet are insertions and, in the next phase, membership tests, so PartitionSet can be implemented using a single bit at each tree node and no other additional storage.
Example. The tree shown in Figure 1 has 30 nodes. If the splitting factor is chosen to be m/7 (so that &/SplittingFactor = 7), Partition returns the set (expb, exp13, expcpls), which partitions the tree into four components that have 6, 8, 9, and 10 nodes. Phase 2. A second phase of partitioning is needed to reduce the space and time requirements of the projection step that is described in Section 3.2. The components found during the first phase of partitioning may be adjacent to as many as O(G) other components. This condition could cause the projection step to run in O(m312) time and to use O(m) space. To reduce these costs, Phase 2 further subdivides the components from Phase 1; it adds to the partition set every node that is a lowest common ancestor of some pair of partition nodes. This process makes each component adjacent to no more than MaxSons + 1 other components and at most doubles the total number of components. With the partition created by Phase 2, the projection step runs in linear time and O(G) space.
The second phase of partitioning is carried out using the function AddAncestors, stated as Algorithm 2. AddAncestors constructs the set NewPartition bottomup, by traversing the nodes of T in postorder with the recursive function AddAncestorsInComponent. NewPartition is initially empty, and AddAncestorsInComponent adds a new node to NewPartition whenever a node is found that is the lowest common ancestor of some pair of nodes that belong to OldPartition. Note that, because, for each node X, LowestCommonAncestor(X, X) = X, every node in OldPartition is put in NewPartition. connect to other components; this number can be no larger than MaxSons. In addition, there is a connection to one more component at Y itself.
Property (2) is shown by induction on the height of the tree: Assume that (2) holds when AddAncestorsInComponent is used to repartition trees of height less than height(T). In particular, it holds for the subtrees of root(T), denoted Ti, and the partition sets OldPartitioni, where OldPartitioni denotes the subset of OldPartition whose elements are nodes of Ti. The recursive calls on AddAncestorsInComponent generate the sets NewPartitioni C NewPartition, for which, by the inductive assumption, Example. Algorithm 2 happens to add no additional nodes to the partition set (exp5, exp13, expls) that partitions the tree of Figure 1 
Projection
The O(L)-evaluation algorithm uses a divide-and-conquer strategy to evaluate a distinguished attribute of a derivation tree T. This problem is divided into subproblems using the methods described in the previous section to find a set of nodes P whose attributes A(P) are an O(h)-separator set of the dependency graph D(T). Each subproblem involves evaluating an attribute of one of the nodes in P, treating it as the distinguished attribute of a component of T.
To ensure that solving each subproblem involves only evaluations of attributes that are part of a single component, the order in which subproblems are solved must respect the order of the distinguished attributes of the subproblems in the partial order given by the dependency graph D(T). By treating the subproblems in this order, when it comes time to solve the subproblem with distinguished attribute b, every ancestor of b that is an attribute of the partition set P already has a value. Because an attribute is defined solely in terms of attributes of a single production, the arguments of b are either members of A(P), or they are contained in exactly one component of D(T), cut off from the rest of D(T) by members of A(P); consequently, the work involved in solving each subproblem is confined to a single component.
To discuss this idea more precisely, we make the following definitions:
(1) Given directed graphs A = (V,, EA) and B = ( VB, EB), that may or may not be disjoint, the union of A and B is defined as follows:
A U B = (VA U Vg, E/, U EB). The expression D (T)/A (P) denotes a directed graph with vertex set A (P) and an edge set that respects the partial order defined by transitive dependencies in D(T). The function Project, stated as Algorithm 3, constructs this graph by taking each of the components defined by P, projecting the dependency graph of the component onto the attributes of the partition nodes in the component, and merging the projected graphs together.
In the O(h)-evaluation algorithm (Algorithm 4 of the next section), Project is only ever applied to the partition set generated by using both Algorithms 1 and 2; that is, the second argument to Project, P, has the value AddAncestors( Z', Partition(T)). In this case, the number of nodes in P is no more than O( &). In addition, the second phase of partitioning carried out by AddAncestors ensures that each component defined by P is adjacent to at most MaxSons + 1 other components. This means that each vertex of D(T)/A (P) can be connected to at most (MaxSons + l)(MaxAttrs) other vertices. Therefore, the total number of edges in D(T)/A(P) is O(G), rather than O(m), and the total space cost of Algorithm 3 is O(G). Example. Figure 2 illustrates the succession of values taken by G in Algorithm 3 as dependencies in the tree's four components are projected onto the attributes of the separator set {exp5, exp13, exp18).
The Attribute Evaluation Algorithm
The procedures described in the previous two sections are used by the procedure Evaluate, stated as Algorithm 4, to divide an evaluation problem of size n into a group of O( &) subproblems of maximum size O(G). Algorithms 1 and 2 are used to find a set of nodes P whose attributes A(P) are an O(L)-separator set of the dependency graph D(T). Algorithm 3 is used to construct the graph G := D (T)/A (P), and by topologically sorting G, we find an order for the members of A(P) that respects their order in D(T). This order is used to schedule calls on DemandValue, which is a recursive procedure that forces an attribute to be evaluated, if any of the attribute's arguments is unavailable, they are made available by invoking DemandValue recursively. Because the evaluation order of the separator-set elements respects their order in D(T), when attribute c is evaluated, every ancestor of c that is a separator-set element has been given a value. This restricts the attribute evaluations made during a call on DemandValue to a sin le component of D(T), so at most O(&) steps are used to evaluate at most O( $ n) attributes. Only the values of separatorset elements are retained in line (*); the storage for values of attributes that are not members of P is reclaimed, and the attributes' values are reset to null. Because Evaluate makes O(A) calls on DemandValue, the total number of values retained at any time during evaluation is bounded by 0( &), and the total number of steps is bounded by O(n). In addition, the number of additional storage locations required by Evaluate is bounded by 0( &).
Example. Continuing our example, the result of topologically sorting the separator set attributes is the sequence: 5' = (exp5.env, exp13.env, exp18.env, exp18.val, exp13.val, exps.val). If the goal is to evaluate attribute instance expz.val, Evaluate generates seven calls on DemandValue, six for the attribute instances in S, plus one for exp,.val. Solving each of these subproblems causes nonseparator l T. Reps After each subproblem is solved, storage for nonseparator attributes is released; the maximum number of attributes stored is 13-5 separator-set attributes and 6 nonseparator attributes-just after exp13.val has been evaluated. Attribute instance exp15.env is evaluated twice, first when solving for exp13.env, after which it is discarded, and then again when solving for exp13.val. This behavior is bounded by the number of synthesized attributes of a component's root and inherited attributes of leaves that adjoin other components; thus the second phase of partitioning ensures that an attribute is computed no more than (MaxSons + l)(MaxAttrs) times. Note that exp4.env, exp3.env, exp12.env, expl+env, exp,, .env, and exp,,.env are never evaluated.
Discussion
In connection with implementing spill files in the Synthesizer Generator [24] (see Section 6), the first author has implemented two versions of the O(&)-evaluation algorithm. One version is essentially the method described above. The second version is an adaptation for grammars in the class of ordered attribute grammars [ll] . In the latter version, an explicit projection step is avoided by making use of the total order on the tree's attributes that is implicit in the finite-state-machine descriptions (plans) that make up an ordered-attributegrammar evaluator. The topological order on the separator-set elements used in Algorithm 4 is generated during an interpretation of the plans that skips over non-separator-set elements.
It is interesting to compare the O(h)-evaluation method with the method proposed by Schulz for using secondary storage in an alternating-pass evaluator [26]. Schulz pointed out that, by using a linearized representation of derivation trees, an alternating-pass evaluator needs only three intermediate files to evaluate a tree's attributes. On every odd-numbered pass, the tree is stored in left-to-right preorder, and on every even-numbered pass, it is stored in right-to-left preorder. The evaluator performs alternating left-to-right and right-to-left passes over the tree by reading the preorder representation from an intermediate file, stacking the "stalk" of the tree in a second file, and writing out a postorder representation to a third file. However, left-to-right postorder is equivalent to right-to-left preorder (and right-to-left postorder is equivalent to left-to-right preorder), which means that at the end of each pass the output file is ready for the next pass in the reverse direction. Thus only a constant amount of primary storage is ever needed for Schulz's method.
The O(h)-evaluation method provides a rather different way of making efficient use of primary and secondary storage. If each of the components defined by the partition P in Algorithm 4 is linearized and stored in secondary storage, then the remainder of the algorithm need never have more than one component in primary storage at any time, so no more than 0( &) units of primary storage are needed to carry out evaluation. Because P is generated with a postorder tree traversal, the partitioning step may be implemented with Schulz's intermediatefile scheme and thus requires no more than a constant amount of primary storage to generate. (These observations also justify the assumptions made in Section 2 to count neither the storage used to represent the tree nor the stack space neded for traversing the tree).
Neither of the two methods is uniformly faster than the other. To use Schulz's technique, the alternating-pass evaluator is unable to skip over subtrees in which no attributes will be evaluated, the entire tree must be traversed on each pass. As Farrow complains, it can be "irksome to discover that one pass of the evaluator may be spent doing little but turning the tree around" [3] . In contrast, the O(G)-evaluation method is guaranteed to make progress during each subproblem. On the other hand, the O(h)-evaluation method may be inefficient because values of attributes calculated in order to evaluate one distinguished attribute may be thrown away only to be recalculated when it comes time to evaluate some other distinguished attribute. This sort of inefficiency can probably be reduced by clustering subproblems so that several distinguished attributes, rather than just a single distinguished attribute, can be evaluated when a given component is resident in primary storage.
Schulz's method has the additional drawback that there exist some grammars that cannot be evaluated in any fixed number of passes [ 13) . For such grammars, Schulz's method needs O(n) passes, so evaluating the tree takes O(n2) steps; in contrast, the O(h)-method works for any noncircular grammar in no more than O(n) steps. l T. Reps and A. Demers additional stora e. The algorithm uses a recursive divide-and-conquer strategy; as with the O( $ n)-evaluation algorithm, the problem is divided into a partitioning step, a projection step, and an evaluation step, described in Sections 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3, respectively.
In discussing this algorithm, we will assume that each node r in the tree is labeled with its s&ordinate and superior characteristic graphs, denoted r.C and r.c, respectively. The subordinate characteristic graph at node r is the projection of the dependencies of the subtree rooted at r onto the attributes of r. To form the superior characteristic graph at node r, we imagine that the subtree rooted at r has been pruned from the derivation tree and project the dependency graph of the remaining tree onto the attributes of r. The vertices of the characteristic graphs at r correspond to the attributes of r; the edges of the characteristic graphs at r correspond to transitive dependencies among r's attributes.
Formally, let r be a node in tree Z', let the subtree rooted at r be denoted T,, and let the attribute instances at r be denoted A (r); the subordinate and superior characteristic graphs at r are defined as follows:
By properties of the projection operation, if r is the parent node of a production instance p that consists of r and r's children rl, . . . , rk, we have the following: This means that the subordinate characteristic graphs can be constructed during a single postorder traversal of the tree, where the total cost is linear in the size of the tree. Similarly, if r is the ith child in a production instance q that consists of parent node s and s's children sl, . . . , si-1, r, Si+l . . . , Sk, we have the following: Thus the superior characteristic graphs can be constructed during a second traversal of the tree, this time in preorder. As before, the total cost is linear in the size of the tree. If the characteristic graphs are represented as dependency matrices, each matrix requires no more than MaxAttrs2 bits at each tree node.
Partitioning
Because the O(log n)-evaluation algorithm is recursive, the partitioning step is applied to a component of the tree, rather than to the entire tree. Partition is parameterized by an arbitrary constant SplittingFactor, where SplittingFactor > 1; the goal of the partitioning step is to find a set of nodes that partitions a component into at most (SplittingFactor)(MaxSons) subcomponents, each of which contains no more than (m/SplittingFactor) + 1 nodes, where m is the number of nodes in the original component.
Partitioning is carried out using the function Partition, stated as Algorithm 5. We can show that the number of components found by Algorithm 5 is no more than (SplittingFactor) (MaxSons) by the following argument: The sum of the sizes of the components KQ, defined by the partition Q found by Algorithm 5, is related to the total number of nodes m by the following:
Each component, except possibly the one containing the root of the tree, contains at least (m/((Splitting-Factor)(MaxSons))) + 1 nodes, so m L 1 + ( 1 KB 1 -l)(m/((SplittingFactor)(MaxSons))).
Solving for 1 KB 1, we get the following:
Thus the partitioning step finds no more than (SplittingFactor)(MaxSons) components, each containing no more than (m/SplittingFactor) + 1 nodes.
Projection
The O(log n)-evaluation algorithm treats each of the attributes of the partitionset nodes found by the partitioning step as the distinguished attribute of a subproblem. As in the O( &)-evaluation algorithm, it is necessary to ensure that the work required to solve each of the subproblems involves only evaluations of attributes that are part of a single component. To do this, the subproblems must be solved in an order that respects the order of the distinguished attributes of the subproblems in the partial order given by the dependency graph D (2').
If Q is the partition set that defines these subproblems, the proper order is found by constructing the graph G = D(T)/A(Q) using the function Project, stated as Algorithm 6. As with the partitioning step, the O(log n)-evaluation method differs from the corresponding step of the O(h)-evaluation method because it deals with components rather than the entire tree. Another difference between Algorithm 6 and Algorithm 3 is that Algorithm 6 uses the characteristic graphs to represent the context in which a projection takes place.
As is the case with the partitioning algorithm given in the previous section, the set P represents a context in which Project is called, and defines the component K. Q is a set of nodes that partitions K, that is, all elements of Q are nodes of K. Project constructs D(T)/A (Q) bottom up, by considering each node of K in postorder. Let TX denote the subtree of T rooted at X. For each node X function Project(K, P, Q) returns a directed graph declare K: a component of the derivation tree P, Q, R: sets of tree nodes Gx: a directed graph associated with node X X: a tree node Xi: the ith child of X in K, Project computes a graph Gx that is the projection of D(Tx) onto R, where R is the set (X) U (all nodes of Q that are in TX]. Given the graphs Gxi for all children Xi of X, the computation of Gx takes no more than a constant amount of time and space.
In the O(log n)-evaluation method (Algorithm 7), Project is always called with Q being a node set found by the procedure Partition (Algorithm 5), in which case Q is no larger than (SplittingFactor)(MaxSons).
Therefore, Gx contains no more than (MaxAttrs)(SplittingFactor)(MaxSons) vertices and can be represented using a dependency matrix that contains no more than (MaxAttrs2)(SplittingFactor2)(MaxSons2) bits. Project makes a single pass over K, and does a constant amount of work at each node, so the total running time is 0( 1 K I); its storage requirement is bounded by a constant, plus (MaxAttr2)(SplittingFactor2)(MaxSons2)bits at each node of the tree.
The Attribute Evaluation Algorithm
The O(log n)-evaluation algorithm, stated as Algorithm 7, consist of the mutually recursive procedures DivideAndConquer and DemandAncestors. DivideAndConquer solves the problem of evaluating a distinguished attribute b that occurs in the component K that is defined by the partition set P. As the name suggests, a divide-and-conquer strategy is used to break the problem up into smaller problems. The method used is first to call the function Partition, given as Algorithm 5, to find a set of nodes Q that partitions K into smaller components, and then let the attributes of A(Q) be distinguished attributes of smaller problems. By the argument given in Section 4.1, each of these components is no larger than ( 1 K I/SplittingFactor) + 1.
The argument P in DivideAndConquer is a set of nodes consisting of all nodes found by Partition in active calls to DivideAndConquer. To confine the amount of work to a single one of the components defined by P, whenever DivideAndConquer is called to evaluate attribute b, all attributes belonging to A(P) that are ancestors of b have values. Initially P is the empty set, so the condition is trivially established by Evaluate. To establish this condition for the subproblems that result from the call to Partition, DemandAncestors orders the calls to solve subproblems so that they respect the order of attributes in D (7'); this is accomplished by passing DemandAncestors the graph G = D(T)/A (Q), found by Project. DemandAncestors causes values to be given to unevaluated ancestors of b in G by a recursive demand-evaluation process initiated on the unevaluated predecessors of b in G. Because G is no larger than (MaxAttrs)(Splitting Factor)(MaxSons), the number of recursive calls made is bounded by (MaxAttrs)(Splitting Factor) (MaxSons). The reader who compares Algorithm 7 with Algorithm 4 may wonder why DivideAndConquer does not make a call on TopologicalSort to determine an order for solving subproblems, as is done in Algorithm 4. The reason this is not done is that, whenever a call on DemandValue is generated in line (*), we want the work performed to be confined to a single component (of size 5 (SplittingFactor)(MaxSons)). To achieve this, recursive calls on DivideAndConquer must be generated only for those attributes c of G whose values are needed to evaluate b; if a call were made with some other attribute as the parameter, subsequent activity would not be confined to just one component of the tree (as defined by partition P U Q). This is the purpose of the call on DemandAncestors; it generates recursive calls on DivideAndConquer(c) for just those attributes c of G that are ancestors of b in G.
Example. Referring back to Figure 1 , suppose the goal is to evaluate attribute instance exp,.ual. In the grammar for arithmetic expressions, MaxSons = 3, and suppose we choose SplittingFactor to be 2; the initial call on Partition in DivideAndConquer causes the 30-node tree to be partitioned into five components containing 2, 8, 8, 7 , and 8 nodes according to the partition set Q = (expls, exp15, Figure 3b . This graph is traversed by recursive calls on DemandAncestors, which generates successive calls on DivideAndConquer to evaluate exp,.val, exp5 .env, expa .val, and expg .env.
The evaluation procedure continues in this fashion until eventually exp,.ual is evaluated.
Because each call on Partition divides a component into no more than (SplittingFactor) (MaxSons) subcomponents, the number of subproblems is no more than (MaxAttrs)(SplittingFactor)(MaxSons).
Because the problem is subdivided until components are no larger than (SplittingFactor)(MaxSons), no more than (MaxAttrs)(SplittingFactor) (MaxSons) attributes are needed to evaluate the distinguished attribute of a component by the call to DemandValue. Thus the number of attribute values needed to evaluate a tree of size m is described by the recurrence equation where KQ is the set of components defined by Q that partitions K in Algorithm 7, so that 
RELATION TO GRAPH PEBBLING
As originally employed by Knuth, an attribute grammar specifies the translation of a context-free language into a semantic domain. The attribute grammar implicitly defines how each attribute is assigned a value; the meaning of a string is defined to be the value of a distinguished synthesized attribute of the root of the string's derivation tree. In this situation the evaluator must produce the value of the meaning attribute, but need not retain the value of any of the other attributes. This section discusses the relevance of certain graph pebbling results to the problem of evaluating a distinguished attribute (assuming an exhaustiveevaluation rule for attribute equations). The (repebbling-allowed) pebble game on a directed acyclic graph has been used to analyze the resource requirements of a wide range of computational situations.' The game has two rules:
(1) A vertex can be pebbled whenever there are pebbles on all of its predecessors. (2) A pebble can be removed at any time.
The objective is to pebble a distinguished vertex of the graph while obeying the constraint that at any time at most a given number of vertices are pebbled.
Attribute evaluation can be modeled as a pebbling game on a tree's dependency graph, where each pebble corresponds to a stored attribute value and where a step of the game that pebbles a vertex corresponds to the evaluation of an attribute-definition function. Thus the maximum number of vertices pebbled simultaneously during the game tells us the number of temporary values required, and the number of steps taken during the game tells us the number of attribute evaluations required.
The reader should understand that these measures do not correspond exactly to the space and time requirements of attribute evaluation; pebbling costs give a precise measure of the space and time costs only when the following three conditions are met:
(1) Each application of an attribute-definition function requires a constant amount of time and space. (2) The space required to store each attribute value is bounded by a constant. (3) Pebbles account only for the space used to store attribute values and fail to account for all other space used, such as that used for deciding the order in which attributes are to be evaluated. The amount of additional space used must be of the same order as the number of pebbles used.
Despite the fact that these conditions are not necessarily true in practice, the pebbling game is still a useful heuristic method for studying attribute evaluation; even when the space required to store each attribute value is not bounded by a constant, a sublinear pebbling method (i.e., of complexity o(n)) conserves storage by reducing the number of values that need to be retained during evaluation. Many attribute-evaluation algorithms pebble the vertices of a dependency graph in topological order without removing any pebbles [12, 14, 151 ; with these ' Reference [21] is an excellent survey of the literature on pebbling.
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algorithms, an n-vertex dependency graph is pebbled in n steps, using n pebbles. This paper discusses pebbling a vertex of a dependency graph using o(n) pebbles by possibl using more than n steps. The algorithm presented in Section 3 sy uses 0( n) pebbles and no more than O(n) steps. The algorithm presented in Section 4 uses only O(log n) pebbles, but, as will be shown below, requires possibly a nonlinear number of steps.
It has previously been established that an arbitrary directed acyclic graph can be pebbled with O(n/log n) pebbles [8] , and that there exist graphs that require O(n/log n) pebble8 [20] . It has also been established that planar graphs can be pebbled with 0(&z) pebbles [17] , and that there exist planar graphs that require a(&) pebbles [l] . These lower bound results, however, are not applicable to attribute evaluation because attribute grammars allow only limited kinds of dependencies between attributes. Neither the family of graphs that establish the Q(G) lower bound for planar graphs nor those that establish the Q(n/log n) lower bound for arbitrary graphs are possible families of attribute-dependency graphs; that is, these families of graphs are not attribute-dependency graphs of trees generated by a single attribute grammar.
Attribute-dependency graphs are not, in general, planar; consequently, they cannot, in general, be pebbled by the 0( &) method for pebbling planar graphs. The dependency graph D(T) of a tree T is composed of the dependency graphs of the production instances of T. Clearly, D(T) cannot be planar if one of these subgraphs is nonplanar, and it is a simple matter to construct a production with a nonplanar dependency graph. For example, the nonplanar graph I& [6] is the dependency graph of the following production: Although for many attribute-dependency graphs a distinguished attribute can be evaluated by a method than stores fewer that O(log n) attribute values, in general a better bound than O(log n) is impossible, as shown by means of an example. It has been established that pebbling an n-vertex graph that is a complete binary tree with the edges directed toward the root requires Q(log n) pebbles [19] . This establishes a lower bound on the number of attribute values that need to be saved during evaluation, because a derivation tree of the following grammar that is a complete binary tree has a dependency graph that is a complete binary tree with the edges directed toward the root: S+SS s1.s = f(Sz.s, S3.s) S+l s.s = 1.
"The notation g(n) = Q(f(n)), which means lim -oD sup [g(n)/(n)] > 0, signifies that g(n) is asymptotically of an order at least as great as f(n). Thus g(n) = Q(n) means that g is nonlinear.
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For example, the tree has the following dependency graph:
A A A S s s S Thus, on n-node complete binary trees of this grammar, every evaluation method must use at least O(log n) attribute values. Consequently, no attribute evaluation method exists that is asymptotically better than the O(log n) method of Algorithm 7 in terms of the minimum number of attribute values saved during evaluation.
The drawback of the O(log n)-method is that, for a certain class of attributed trees, the number of steps required is asymptotically nonlinear. This is also shown by means of an example, using a result from [27] that demonstrates the existence of graphs for which using O(log n) pebbles requires using a nonlinear number of steps. In [27] it is shown that, for large n, when no more than O(log n) pebbles are used fJ(n log n) steps are required to pebble the upper left vertex of graphs of the following form: Recently, we have worked out methods for using attribute grammars in program editors that check for violations of a language's context-dependent conditions [2, 23, 251 . Each program is represented as a consistently attributed derivation tree. When programs are modified, some of the attributes may no longer have consistent values; incremental analysis is performed by updating attribute values throughout the tree in response to modifications. If an editing operation modifies a program in such a way that context-dependent constraints are violated, the attributes that indicate satisfaction of constraints will receive new values; these attributes are then used to annotate the display to provide the user with feedback about the existence of errors. There is, however, a serious drawback to the use of attribute grammars in language-based editors: The editors use large amounts of storage. This section concerns how to reduce the storage problem by using the techniques developed in this paper to create spill files in secondary storage.
The basic idea is to linearize the unobservable portions of the syntax tree and write them to secondary storage as spill files, discarding the values of their attributes. In general, there will be observable attributes that remain whose values depend on discarded attributes of spilled components. The problem that arises is that, during the course of attribute updating, changes must propagate through the spilled components to such observable attributes.
The attributes of a spilled component are the intermediate values of this calculation; thus one could rebuild and reevaluate a spilled component when necessary. However, a more efficient alternative is to "compile" the compound effect of the component at the moment it is removed, by generating an instruction file that can be used to calculate the necessary value without rebuilding the component. To calculate the observable attribute's new value, the system interprets the instructions of the file and uses a heap in primary storage to store temporary values.
The idea of creating evaluation-instruction files was originally proposed for nonincremental attribute evaluation in compiler-generating systems [9] . The l T. Reps and A. Demers idea of generating instruction files to compile the compound effect of a spilled component is a new application of this idea.
In creating an instruction file, the problem of making efficient use of the temporary-value locations is essentially equivalent to the problem treated in this paper: how to use storage efficiently during on-the-fly evaluation of a distinguished attribute. An algorithm for the latter can be used for the former by reserving a new temporary-value location whenever the evaluation algorithm .does an attribute evaluation, and releasing the appropriate location whenever the evaluation algorithm discards a value. For example, topological sorting forms the basis for the following algorithm for generating an instruction file for evaluating attribute b: Topologically sort the n attribute instances in the component to be spilled on which b transitively depends, assign the ith attribute the ith temporary location, and write out instructions to evaluate the attributes in topological order. Note that this never reuses a temporary-value location.
To our knowledge, all previously proposed allocation schemes have the property that, in the worst case, the number of storage locations used would be linear in the size of the component to be spilled. In contrast, this paper's methods allow evaluation to be carried out so that the number of stored attribute values is sublinear. To evaluate a distinguished attribute of an n-attribute tree, one method never retains more than 0( &) values; the other method never retains more than O(log n) values. Consequently, if the generation of instructions is based on one of these methods, even in the worst case no more than a sublinear number of temporary-value locations is ever required.
Although the O(log n)-method allows fewer temporaries to be used during evaluation, it may not always be the preferred method for generating instruction files; in the worst case, the number of instructions it generates is nonlinear in the size of the spilled component, whereas the number of instructions generated by the O(h)-method is always linear.
